Structure and Magnetism in Sr$_{1-x}$A$_x$TcO$_3$ Perovskites. The importance of the A-site cation.
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Abstract

The Sr$_{1-x}$Ba$_x$TcO$_3$ ($x = 0, 0.1, 0.2$) oxides were prepared and their solid-state and magnetic structure studied as a function of the temperature by x-ray and neutron powder diffraction. The refined Tc moments at room temperature and Néel temperatures for Ba$_{0.1}$Sr$_{0.9}$TcO$_3$ and Ba$_{0.2}$Sr$_{0.8}$TcO$_3$ were $2.32(14) \mu_B$ and $2.11(13) \mu_B$ and $714$ °C and $702$ °C respectively. In contrast to expectations, the Néel temperature in the series Sr$_{1-x}$A$_x$TcO$_3$ decreases with increasing Ba content. This observation is consistent with previous experimental measurements for the two series AMO$_3$ (M = Ru, Mn; A = Ca, Sr, Ba) where the maximum magnetic ordering temperature was observed for $A = $ Sr. Taken with these previous results the current work demonstrates the critical role of the $A$-site cation in the broadening of the $\pi^*$ bandwidth and ultimately the magnetic ordering temperature.
Introduction

Strontium technetate, SrTcO₃, has emerged as an important case-study in understanding the condensed matter science of 4d and 5d metal oxides. At room temperature it, like its lighter Mn analogue SrMnO₃, exhibits a G-type antiferromagnetic arrangement. Both structures are built on corner sharing $\textit{M}$O$_6$ octahedra, although cooperative tilting of the octahedra lowers the symmetry in SrTcO₃ to the orthorhombic GdFeO₃-type structure. While SrMnO₃ (Mn$^{4+}$ 3d$^4$) has an unexceptional Néel temperature ($T_N \sim 233$ K), the Néel temperature in SrTcO₃ (Tc$^{4+}$ 4d$^3$) is exceptionally high ($T_N \sim 1000$ K). Remarkably, the magnetic moment of the Tc (~ 2.1 $\mu_B$ at 3K) is smaller than that seen at the same temperature in SrMnO₃ ($\sim 2.6 \mu_B$). Strontium ruthenate, SrRuO₃ (Ru$^{4+}$ 4d$^4$), is isostructural with SrTcO₃ but is ferromagnetic with a Curie temperature ($T_C$) of $\sim 160$ K.

The 5d$^3$ oxide NaOsO₃ is a Curie-Weiss metal at high temperature and transforms to an antiferromagnetically insulating state on cooling to 410 K. The large observed variation in electronic properties is a consequence of the nature of the 4d and 5d orbitals, which are more extended than that of the 3d, resulting in a delicate balance between localised and correlated d-electrons.

Prior to the discovery of antiferromagnetism (AFM) persisting to very high temperatures in SrTcO₃ ($T_N \sim 1000$ K) and CaTcO₃ ($T_N \sim 800$ K), it was generally accepted that the more extended 4d and 5d orbitals tended not to support strong magnetic exchange, relative to the 3d oxides. It is now understood that strong hybridisation between metal 4d and O 2p states, when the t$_{2g}$ orbitals are half filled ($t_{2g}^3(e_g)^0$), results in strong covalence of the Tc-O interaction which in turn results in exceptionally strong magnetic exchange parameters.

A challenge in the study of the fascinating magnetic properties of SrTcO₃ is that all known isotopes of Tc are radioactive; this limits the number of experimentally well studied Tc oxides that can be used to benchmark the numerous theoretical studies. The unique physical properties of SrTcO₃ however justify overcoming the challenges of working with radioactive material. One approach to further our understanding of the origin of the high Néel temperature in SrTcO₃ is to experimentally study the effect of A-site doping on the magnetic properties. Structurally, CaTcO₃ is more distorted than SrTcO₃, reflecting the smaller size of the Ca$^{2+}$ cation relative to Sr$^{2+}$. Distortion of the TcO$_6$ octahedra, together with a decrease in the Tc-O-Tc bond angle, is expected to reduce the 4d bandwidth and...
suppress the kinetic energy gain relative to the formation of the magnetic states. This can explain the higher Néel temperature in SrTcO₃ compared to CaTcO₃.

Calculations have predicted ¹¹,¹⁷ that BaTcO₃ would have a yet higher Néel temperature, as the larger Ba²⁺ cation will favour an even less distorted structure and larger Tc-O-Tc bond angle, and hence a stronger superexchange interaction. Considering that the perovskite tolerance factor $t$ of BaTcO₃ is greater than 1, it is possible that the stable structure of BaTcO₃ may be cubic or hexagonal; a similar phenomenon has been observed for SrMnO₃ ($t = 1.04$)¹⁸. Indeed the very limited literature indicates that, when formed at ambient pressure, BaTcO₃ adopts an edge sharing hexagonal ¹⁹. Nevertheless, exploring the structure and magnetic properties of the series Sr₁₋ₓAxTcO₃ ($A = Ca, Ba$) provides a means to establishing if tuning the SrTcO₃ structure by $A$-site doping allows the Néel temperature to be increased over that seen for SrTcO₃. In the present work, we establish how much Ba can be incorporated into the orthorhombic SrTcO₃ structure. The resulting samples have been characterised using Synchrotron X-Ray Diffraction (S-XRD), Tc K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy and, in selected cases, their magnetic ordering temperature established using neutron powder diffraction (NPD).

**Results**

(i) **Experimental**

**Caution:** $^{99}$Tc is a β- emitter ($E_{max} = 0.29$ MeV). All manipulations were performed in a laboratory designed for radioactivity using efficient HEPA-filtered fume hoods, and following locally approved radiochemistry handling and monitoring procedures. Laboratory coats, disposable gloves, and protective eyewear were worn at all times.

The Sr₁₋ₓBaₓTcO₃ ($x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4$) oxides were prepared at UNLV by mixing and grinding stoichiometric amounts of SrCO₃, BaCO₃ and TcO₂. The resulting mixtures were placed in a quartz boat and treated at 900 °C for 45 hrs under flowing argon. Intermittent re-grindings were performed in order to optimize the formation of single phase sample. The resulting black powders were initially characterised using laboratory Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD). Such measurements established that the maximum Ba-content the structure could accommodate under these conditions was 40%. Attempts at the synthesis of Ba₀.₅Sr₀.₅TcO₃ were unsuccessful, and resulted in the formation of separate Ba and Sr technetate phases (see Supporting Information (SI). It is possible that alternate synthetic methods, such as high pressure or sol-gel, may extend the range extent of Ba doping in the
series to above $x = 0.4$, and may reduce the extent of phase separation, however it was not possible to explore these within our laboratories due to the radioactive nature of Tc.

The preparation of larger samples ($\sim 1.2-2$ g) for neutron measurements was only achieved for $x = 0.1$ and 0.2 samples and for Sr$_{0.5}$Ca$_{0.5}$TcO$_3$. Attempted synthesis of larger samples with higher Ba compositions were unsuccessful with the conventional PXRD measurements showing evidence for bulk phase separation (see SI). Consequently, the $x = 0.1$ and $x = 0.2$ Ba doped samples are the focus of this study. A single phase sample of Sr$_{0.5}$Ca$_{0.5}$TcO$_3$ ($\sim 2$ g) was prepared at ANSTO using the procedure described previously for SrTcO$_3$\textsuperscript{10}; this method did not yield single phase BaTcO$_3$.

Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (S-XRD) data were collected over the angular range $5 < 2\theta < 85^\circ$, using X-rays of wavelength 0.82465 Å, on the powder diffractometer at BL-10 beamline of the Australian Synchrotron\textsuperscript{20}. The samples were housed in 0.2 mm diameter capillaries that were rotated during the measurements. For neutron diffraction measurements the samples were sealed in 5 mm diameter vanadium cans and neutron powder diffraction (NPD) data were obtained using the high resolution powder diffractometer Echidna at ANSTO’s OPAL facility at Lucas Heights\textsuperscript{21}. The wavelengths of the incident neutrons, obtained using (335) and (331) reflections of a germanium monochromator, were 1.6220 Å and 2.4395 Å, respectively, as determined using data collected for a certified NIST SRM660b LaB$_6$ standard. This instrument has a maximum resolution of $\Delta d/d \sim 1 \times 10^{-3}$. X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra were collected at the Tc K-edge on beamline 12 at the Australian Synchrotron in transmission mode using argon-filled ionisation chambers\textsuperscript{22}.

(ii) Crystal Structures

Synchrotron XRD data were collected for the various Sr$_{1-x}$A$_x$TcO$_3$ oxides at room temperature. Examination of the S-XRD profiles of the Ba doped samples suggested these to be orthorhombic, however there was no evidence for any $M$-point reflections that are diagnostic of in-phase tilting of the corner sharing TcO$_6$ octahedra\textsuperscript{23}. Under identical conditions we observed $M$-point reflections in the S-XRD profiles of undoped SrTcO$_3$. Likewise there was no evidence for $M$-point reflections in the NPD pattern of the Sr$_{1-x}$Ba$_x$TcO$_3$ ($x = 0.1, 0.2$) samples, demonstrating the structures cannot be in $Pnma$. Attempts to fit the data for the four Ba containing samples in the alternate orthorhombic space group $Imma$, which forms in SrTcO$_3$ upon heating\textsuperscript{6}, were unsuccessful. Scrutiny of the diffraction
data indicated that samples were actually a mixture of two phases. A model containing both an orthorhombic \textit{Imma} and tetragonal \textit{I\textsubscript{4}/mcm} phase was developed and this provided a satisfactory fit to the S-XRD data measured at room temperature, see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Synchrotron diffraction profiles for Sr\textsubscript{0.9}Ba\textsubscript{0.1}TcO\textsubscript{3} and Sr\textsubscript{0.8}Ba\textsubscript{0.2}TcO\textsubscript{3} collected at room temperature. The symbols are the observed data and the solid line the calculated data. The difference between these is shown as a continuous line. There is an impurity Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} phase from the mortar used for mixing the reactants. The refined compositions of the two phases (one Sr-rich and one Ba-rich, relative to the ideal composition) are shown above each data set.

Phase separation, involving co-existence of orthorhombic \textit{Imma} and tetragonal \textit{I\textsubscript{4}/mcm} structures, has been observed in a number of perovskites including SrTcO\textsubscript{3} \textsuperscript{6} and SrRuO\textsubscript{3} \textsuperscript{24} upon heating and at room temperature in a number of solid solutions including complex manganites of the type Sr\textsubscript{1-x}Pr\textsubscript{x}MnO\textsubscript{3} \textsuperscript{25} and in BaPb\textsubscript{1-x}Bi\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{3} at the superconducting composition \textsuperscript{26}. It was established that each Sr\textsubscript{1-x}Ba\textsubscript{x}TcO\textsubscript{3} sample contains two phases of slightly different compositions, one with a higher than ideal Ba content and the other with a greater than ideal Sr content. Although the Ba content is less than 50% the former is Ba-rich.
compared to the ideal composition. In each case the Ba-rich sample will have the larger
tolerance factor and this leads to the stabilisation of the tetragonal structure. The results of
this analysis are summarised in Table 1. The composition of two phases within each sample
was established by refining the site occupancies against the S-XRD data over a range of
temperatures, including room temperature and in the high temperature cubic region (see
below). For each sample the phase containing more Sr was observed to have a smaller cell
volume, reflecting the difference in the size of the two cations, and lower symmetry. The
latter reflects the smaller tolerance factors which are correlated with the introduction of
cooperative tilting in perovskites. That the tetragonal structure exists in the $x = 0.1$ sample
with a refined Ba content of 0.16(1) and a sample with effectively the same amount of Ba
(0.15(1) in the $x = 0.2$ sample has an orthorhombic structure represents both the limitations of
Rietveld refinements to accurately and precisely establish this and the sensitivity of the
transition. Table 2 gives the refined structural parameters for one example ($x = 0.2$). The S-
XRD profiles of the various Ba doped samples were noticeably broader than that observed for
SrTcO$_3$, suggesting the domains of the phase separated compositions are relatively small.
Further details are given in the supplementary material. XAS measurements at the Tc K-edge
demonstrated the Tc to be tetravalent in all cases, Figure 2.

Figure 2. Normalized K K-edge XANES spectra collected from various Ba doped
Sr$_{1-x}$Ba$_x$TcO$_3$ samples at room temperature.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideal $x$</th>
<th>$x$ in Sr-rich phase</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Space Group</th>
<th>Vol. ($\text{Å}^3$)</th>
<th>$x$ in Ba-Rich Phase</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Space Group</th>
<th>Vol. ($\text{Å}^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.08(1)</td>
<td>80(1)</td>
<td>Imma</td>
<td>247.68</td>
<td>0.16(1)</td>
<td>20(1)</td>
<td>$I4/mcm$</td>
<td>250.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.15(1)</td>
<td>47(1)</td>
<td>Imma</td>
<td>247.76</td>
<td>0.25(1)</td>
<td>53(1)</td>
<td>$I4/mcm$</td>
<td>250.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.17(1)</td>
<td>73(1)</td>
<td>Imma</td>
<td>248.70</td>
<td>0.35(1)</td>
<td>27(1)</td>
<td>$I4/mcm$</td>
<td>250.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.19(1)</td>
<td>42(1)</td>
<td>Imma</td>
<td>249.78</td>
<td>0.45(1)</td>
<td>58(1)</td>
<td>$Pm3m$</td>
<td>251.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Cation occupancy and phase abundance in the $\text{Ba}_x\text{Sr}_{1-x}\text{TcO}_3$ samples established by Rietveld refinements against S-XRD data. In all cases the lower symmetry orthorhombic phase has a small volume and lower Ba content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>$\text{Ba}<em>{0.15}\text{Sr}</em>{0.85}\text{TcO}_3$</th>
<th>$\text{Ba}<em>{0.25}\text{Sr}</em>{0.75}\text{TcO}_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Space Group</td>
<td>Imma</td>
<td>$I4/mcm$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight %</td>
<td>47.0(1)</td>
<td>53.0(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$ (Å)</td>
<td>5.58517(8)</td>
<td>5.6146(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$ (Å)</td>
<td>7.9067(2)</td>
<td>$= a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$ (Å)</td>
<td>5.605(2)</td>
<td>7.9443(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba/Sr</td>
<td>$4e \ (0 \ ¼ \ z)$</td>
<td>$4b \ (0 \ ½ \ ¼)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>0.498(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_{\text{iso}}$ (Å$^2$)</td>
<td>1.11(3)</td>
<td>1.03(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tc</td>
<td>$4a \ (0 \ 0 \ 0)$</td>
<td>$4c \ (0 \ 0 \ 0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_{\text{iso}}$ (Å$^2$)</td>
<td>0.39(2)</td>
<td>0.20(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1</td>
<td>$4e \ (0 \ ¼ \ z)$</td>
<td>$4a \ (0 \ 0 \ ¼)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>0.046(4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_{\text{iso}}$ (Å$^2$)</td>
<td>0.5(4)</td>
<td>0.8(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2</td>
<td>$8g \ (¼ \ y \ ¼)$</td>
<td>$8h \ (x \ x + ½ \ 0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x/y$</td>
<td>0.511(3)</td>
<td>0.244(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_{\text{iso}}$ (Å$^2$)</td>
<td>1.1(2)</td>
<td>0.7(4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Refined structural parameters for $\text{Ba}_{0.25}\text{Sr}_{0.8}\text{TcO}_3$ from SXRD data recorded at room temperature, with $R_p = 0.033$ and $R_{wp} = 0.046$. 
The temperature dependence of the structures was determined using SXRD. The appropriate space group was established through examination of the diagnostic splitting of the primitive perovskite reflections such as the \((222)_p\) and the nature of any superlattice reflections. For example the evolution of the 112/211/031 multiplet showed that an \(\text{Imma} \rightarrow \text{I4/mcm}\) transition occurred near 300 °C in the \(x = 0.1\) sample. The 211 and 031 reflections overlap such that what is a single reflection (121) in the tetragonal structure appears as a doublet in the \(\text{Imma}\) orthorhombic structure. Once the appropriate space groups were established the structures were refined by the Rietveld method. The temperature dependence of the lattice parameters are shown in Figure 3. Each sample undergoes the same sequence of phase transitions as observed for the SrTcO\(_3\) end-member\(^6\), save none exhibited the \(\text{Pnma}\) structure observed for undoped SrTcO\(_3\) at room temperature, \(\text{Imma}(a^-a^-c^0) \rightarrow \text{I4/mcm}(a^0c^0c^-) \rightarrow \text{Pm3m}(a^0a^0c^0)\), where the corresponding Glazer tilt system is given in parenthesis. This sequence of structures is a consequence of the systematic loss of the in-phase tilts of the corner sharing TcO\(_6\) octahedra upon heating and is frequently observed in perovskites\(^{27}\). The co-existence of the two phases was most easily observed by examination of the high temperature S-XRD profiles where both phases adopted a cubic structure (see SI).

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Figure 3.** Temperature dependence of lattice parameters of Ba\(_x\)Sr\(_{1-x}\)TcO\(_3\) \((x = 0.1, 0.2)\) estimated from Rietveld analysis of synchrotron XRD data. The triangle and circle markers correspond to the Sr- and Ba-rich phase (relative to the ideal composition) for each sample.

**(iii) Magnetic Structures**
Since it was not possible to prepare samples of Ba$_{0.3}$Sr$_{0.7}$TcO$_3$ and Ba$_{0.4}$Sr$_{0.6}$TcO$_3$ in sufficient quantities for NPD measurements, NPD data was collected only for the samples with the lowest Ba content, Ba$_{0.1}$Sr$_{0.9}$TcO$_3$ and Ba$_{0.2}$Sr$_{0.8}$TcO$_3$. In addition the mixed Ca-Sr oxide Ca$_{0.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$TcO$_3$ was also studied by PND between room temperature and 900 °C. These data are compared here with the results obtained previously for SrTcO$_3$. Examination of the room temperature NPD patterns of these four samples revealed appreciable intensity in the orthorhombic (110) reflection near 2θ = 20° (d = 4.57Å) as a consequence of magnetic ordering (examples of the refinements shown in Figures 4 and 5). That only one strong magnetic peak is observed, reflects the rapid decrease in intensity with increasing 2θ for 4d and 5d electrons, due to their delocalised nature$^{28}$. The magnetic contribution to the NPD data was fitted using a G-type AFM magnetic structure, as established previously for SrTcO$_3$ and CaTcO$_3$. In this arrangement, the spin on each cation is aligned anti-parallel to those on all six of its nearest neighbours. Phase separation was not apparent in the NPD patterns of the two Ba containing oxides, presumably due to the lower peak-shape resolution of the NPD. Consequently the structures were refined against combined S-XRD and NPD data sets. The model included two nuclear phases, corresponding to the Ba-rich and Sr-rich compositions described above, and a corresponding magnetic cell. Since the magnetic structure was found to be independent of crystal structure in SrTcO$_3$, the same magnetic structure was used for both compositions. Phase separation was not observed in the S-XRD profile for Ca$_{0.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$TcO$_3$ and consequently the crystal and molecular structure of this was refined using NPD data alone.
Figure 4. Left panels show room temperature NPD (\(\lambda = 1.622\ \text{Å}\)) patterns with Rietveld refinement fits to Ba\(_{0.1}\)Sr\(_{0.9}\)TcO\(_3\) and Ba\(_{0.2}\)Sr\(_{0.8}\)TcO\(_3\). Right panels show the temperature dependence of the overlapping (110) and (001) magnetic peaks (indicated by the arrows).

The paucity and overlap of magnetic reflections in the NPD pattern precluded unconstrained refinement of the two magnetic structures in the Ba doped oxides. Since the magnetic moments for Tc are essentially the same in SrTcO\(_3\) (1.69 \(\mu_\beta\)) and CaTcO\(_3\) (1.87 \(\mu_\beta\))\(^4,10\) and are the same in the tetragonal and orthorhombic structures of SrTcO\(_3\)\(^6\), the Tc magnetic moments in the two phases were constrained to be equal. This assumption is further supported by the observation that the incorporation of Ba in Sr\(_{1-3x}\)Ba\(_x\)RuO\(_3\) did not change the magnetisation\(^{29}\). The refined Tc moments at room temperature of Ba\(_{0.1}\)Sr\(_{0.9}\)TcO\(_3\) and Ba\(_{0.2}\)Sr\(_{0.8}\)TcO\(_3\) are 2.32(14) \(\mu_\beta\) and 2.11(13) \(\mu_\beta\), respectively. For Ca\(_{0.5}\)Sr\(_{0.5}\)TcO\(_3\) the refined moment was 1.91(9) \(\mu_\beta\). If it was assumed that only one of the two coexisting phases was magnetic then the refined magnetic moments were unacceptably high. The temperature dependence of the intensity of the magnetic peak for the two Ba containing oxides is shown in Figure 4, whilst the thermal evolution of the refined magnetic moment is given in Figure 6.
The Nèel temperatures, estimated by fitting the temperature dependence of the magnetic moments to a function of the type $A(1-T/T_N)^\beta$, are 714 °C and 702 °C for Ba$_{0.1}$Sr$_{0.9}$TcO$_3$ and Ba$_{0.2}$Sr$_{0.8}$TcO$_3$, respectively. These compare to 550 and 750 °C for Ca$_{0.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$TcO$_3$ and SrTcO$_3$, respectively.
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Figure 5. Left panels show room temperature NPD ($\lambda = 2.4395$ Å) patterns with Rietveld refinement fits to Ca$_{0.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$TcO$_3$. Right panels show the temperature dependence of the (110)+(001) magnetic peaks (indicated by the arrow). The unfitted peaks near 120° are from the furnace.

**Discussion**

In contrast to expectations, the Nèel temperature in the series Sr$_{1-x}$A$_x$TcO$_3$ ($x = 0.1, 0.2$) decreases with increasing Ba content. The variation of $T_N$ on the effective ionic radius of the A-site cation ($R_A$) illustrated in Figure 7 is similar to that observed in the related series $ARuO_3$ and $AMnO_3$ and suggests the maximum magnetic ordering temperature is obtained for $A =$ Sr ($R_A = 1.44$ Å). Furthermore, it appears for the three series that the substitution of Sr by Ca has a more dramatic impact on $T_N$ than doping with Ba. For the Tc system, the Nèel temperatures illustrated in Figure 7 represent the compositions with lowest Ba content in each sample. In drawing this figure we have estimated $R_A$ to corresponding to the value for the Sr-rich phase, based on the Rietveld refinements, on the assumption that $T_N$ decreases with Ba content, as observed in the $AMnO_3$ oxides. Consequently the Sr-rich phases will have the higher $T_N$, and it is this that is estimated from the temperature dependence of the neutron diffraction patterns.
Figure 6. Temperature dependence of Tc magnetic moments for Sr$_{1-x}$A$_x$TcO$_3$ oxides as obtained from Rietveld refinements of NPD data. The solid lines serve as a guide to the eye and are calculated by the function $A(1-T/T_N)^\beta$ to estimate $T_N$.

Figure 7. Variation in the Neel temperatures estimated from neutron diffraction patterns as a function of average $A$-site ionic radius for the $ATeO_3$. This figure should be compared with the published behaviour of $AMnO_3$ $^{30}$ and $ARuO_3$ $^{29}$ and illustrates that doping SrTcO$_3$ with either Ca or Ba lowers the Neel temperature.
The S-XRD patterns demonstrate that each of the Sr_{1-x}Ba_{x}TcO_{3} (x = 0, 0.1, 0.2) samples transform to the ideal cubic perovskite structure well below T_{N}. This demonstrates that the composition dependence of the Néel temperature is not simply a consequence of geometric changes as described by the Goodenough-Kanamori rules. To understand this it is illustrative to compare the isoelectronic Mn and Tc oxides. In the AMnO_{3} and ATeO_{3} series, the B-site cations are tetravalent and the electron configuration is (t_{2g})^{3}(e_{g})^{0}. Both CaTcO_{3} and CaMnO_{3} adopt an orthorhombic Pbnm structure and display G-type AFM ordering. It is reasonable to conclude that the difference in Néel temperature between the two, 800 K in CaTcO_{3} and 200K in CaMnO_{3}, is a consequence of the larger extent of the 4d orbitals, relative to the 3d orbitals that enhances the Tc-O orbital overlap, which increases covalency of the Tc-O bond. In both systems, the increase in the Néel temperature upon replacement of the Ca with Sr is ascribed to an increase in the M-O-M bond angle which strengthens the magnetic exchange interaction and results in an increase in T_{N}^{1,4,6,11,17}. This reasoning, however, does not explain the impact of Ba doping on the behaviour of the T_{N} since these oxides become cubic at temperatures below T_{N}. Consequently the M-O-M bond angle is independent of Ba content near the Néel temperature. To explain this we consider the related Ru (4d^{4}) perovskites. Previous studies have noted similar behaviour to that seen here for the Tc oxides in cubic members of the series Sr_{1-x}Ba_{x}RuO_{3}^{29}, where it was suggested that Ba doping impacts the bandwidth through two opposite effects. Firstly because the A–O interaction competes with the Ru^{4+} ions for the O-2p(\pi) electrons, the stronger ionic character of the Ba^{2+}, relative to Sr^{2+}, makes it less competitive for the O-2p orbitals, which enhances the covalent admixture of O-2p(\pi) character into the primarily 4d-electron \pi^{*} bands. This broadens the bandwidth W. Alternatively, in the cubic structure Ba doping increases the unit cell parameter and hence Ru–O bond length, reducing the bandwidth. Variable pressure studies of Sr_{1-x}Ba_{x}RuO_{3} demonstrate the former effect dominates with the increase in the Ru-O bond lengths only partially compensating for the broadening of the Rd 4d bands due to the strong ionic character of the Ba^{2+} cation^{29}. It appears that the same effect is occurring in the present series, although variable pressure measurements of doped SrTcO_{3} samples would be required to verify this. These would be extremely technically challenging, given the high Neel temperatures and radioactive nature of the samples.

In summary, polycrystalline samples of Sr_{1-x}Ba_{x}TcO_{3} with ideal compositions x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, together with a sample of Sr_{0.5}Ca_{0.5}TcO_{3} were prepared for the first time. Tc K-edge XAS measurements have established that the Tc is tetravalent in all cases. S-XRD
measurements have demonstrated that the Ba doped samples are poised near a discontinuous \textit{Imma-I4/mcm} transformation and that small variations in composition result in phase-separation similar to that seen in other perovskite systems including Sr$_{1-x}$Pr$_x$MnO$_3$\textsuperscript{25} and BaPb$_{1-x}$Bi$_x$O$_3$\textsuperscript{26}. Using variable temperature neutron powder diffraction it was demonstrated that, contrary to predictions, the Néel temperature decreases with both Ba and Ca content. The behaviour of $T_N$ in the $A$TcO$_3$ system mimics that observed recently in $A$MnO$_3$ and $A$RuO$_3$, but with the exception of CaTcO$_3$ the compounds are all cubic at the Neel temperature. This unequivocally demonstrates the importance of the broadening of the $\pi^*$ bandwidth W by the $A$-site cation. It is hoped that these experimental studies will inspire additional efforts to quantify the relative effects of covalency and local bond distance changes in tuning magnetic interactions in the heavier transition metal oxides.
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